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It is a great pleasure to write the foreword to the DELOS second edition of the Guide to Arbitration Places (2nd GAP). The 2nd GAP builds upon the successful first edition (1st GAP) to provide a comprehensive, comparative study on arbitration places around the globe.

With the help of 59 law firms and 67 reviewers, the 2nd GAP adds eight new chapters and jurisdictions not previously covered in the 1st GAP, notably Angola, Australia, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Korea, Libya, Morocco and Senegal. Eleven additional chapters are due to follow later this year, comprising both updates for jurisdictions previously featured in the 1st GAP and the coverage of new jurisdictions. The successful template generally remains the same with the following enhancements.

Each chapter contains four sections to familiarize different GAP users with the legal framework and the arbitration infrastructure of each jurisdiction. New questions on arbitration and blockchain, remote hearings and electronic and digital signatures have been added, underlining the growing importance of technology in daily practice. The summary table for in-house and corporate counsel now also includes the default time-limitation periods for civil actions, while the developments for arbitration practitioners consider, amongst other additions, the enforcement of awards against public bodies at the jurisdiction.

The 2nd GAP advances the innovative concept of a “DELOS safe seat” by refining the six criteria assessed with traffic lights by the participating law firms and the reviewers of each chapter and adding an indication of how these have evolved from the preceding year. Two new criteria have been included for information purposes to signal each jurisdiction’s tech-friendliness towards arbitration and its compatibility with the DELOS Rules of Arbitration.

The 2nd GAP was produced to further the overall objective of DELOS to create a more time and cost-effective international arbitration community and to provide arbitration practitioners, in-house counsel, and corporate lawyers with further insight into the practice of arbitration.

In seeing the 2nd GAP published, we would again like to express our deep gratitude to the late David D. Caron who helped shape the GAP in many important ways. We would also like to commend the leadership of Hafiz Virjee and Thomas Granier and the essential cooperation of the entire DELOS network of participating law firms and reviewers.
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